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1. In what areas are “common” rules or guidance essential for 
transparency and accounting, and where could differing 
approaches be acceptable?  

 Can look to COMMON guidance to make things easier, or allow adding-up 
to meaningful whole (e.g. ITMOs, common metrics).  

 Many provisions in Paris agreement apply to “all Parties” (content and 
process) so these are common 

 May be common set of information needed to understand each NDC type 
(e.g. updating and projecting BAU baselines). Can start simple. 

 FLEXIBILITY could be in terms of content (e.g. level of detail, quality of 
output) or process (e.g. frequency of inventory reporting). However may 
be better to look at end-goal first (what information is needed) and then 
see how flexibility can apply. 

 Flexibility should recognise but not cement capacity differences: build 
over time. 

 Tiered approaches or menus could be useful (flexible while consistent 
and comparable). Tiers already used in inventories: how could this be 
brought into design of NDC reporting requirements? 
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2. How could the work programmes take this forward?  
 Don’t have time to delay: set up work programme in 

Bonn/Marrakesh.  
 Work across transparency and other streams needs to be coordinated 

(rather than sequenced), but we have experience in this already.  
 Can use existing processes e.g. review of NC guidelines, look at 

REDD+ work to inform BAU 
 Might be helpful to follow Paris language “modalities, procedures and 

guidelines” rather than “rules” 
 Would best practice guidelines outside UNFCCC useful? 
 Inventories: backbone of transparency - essential but capacity 

implications 
 Suggested way forward for NDC tracking: 

 Cluster NDCs, look at process for each NDC type (reporting, 
review) 

 Then consider how flexibility could apply: it may be clearer what 
this means for individual elements rather than as generalisation 
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